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Abstract— The 21st century is the digital world, the
utilization of digital information like multimedia that
contains image, audio and video is massively expanding
because of the progression in innovation and web
transformation. With this headway to achieve the one's
proprietorship and copyrights for this advanced information
is the greatest test. Digital watermarking is one of the
procedures to accomplish one's proprietorship and copyrights
with safely and securely. Digital watermarking is the strategy
in which the proprietor's copyright data can be installed into
the original media either as an image, audio or video. There
are two fundamental components we have to consider for this
digital audio watermarking to get the high robustness and
also imperceptibility against the piracy, malevolent assaults,
and different kind of transformation attacks. Despite the fact
that there are numerous difficulties to accomplish this
outcome, in this paper, our proposed audio watermarking
system is utilized to enhance the robustness, reliability and
imperceptibility of the embedded data with security. For
Security, in our proposed work we are utilizing DSSS
encryption algorithm and some vital transformation
techniques utilized that are DWT (Discreet Wavelet
Transformation) up to 4-level to get most reduced frequency
sub-band and after that DFT(Discrete Fourier Transform) is
applied to get least frequency component from sub-band
found by DWT in which the alterations are done and after
that SVD (Singular esteem Decomposition)is used to it, so
unique audio document does not have any effect of
watermark bits to improve robustness and imperceptibility.
This algorithm is implemented in MATLAB software that is
used for numerical computation and data analysis. The GUI
is presented in this paper for audio watermarking with
different calculations.
Keywords— Digital Audio watermarking, DWT, DFT,
SVD, DSSS, watermark embedding and extraction,
robustness, imperceptibility, SNR, BER.
I.

INTRODUCTION

In the previous couple of years, a need has emerged for
ensuring copyright responsibility for media. Intense and low-

cost PCs enable individuals to effectively make and
duplicate interactive media content, and the Internet has made
it
conceivable to disperse this data requiring little to no
effort. However, these empowering advancements likewise
make it simple to unlawfully duplicate, change, and
redistribute sight and sound information without respect for
copyright proprietorship. An ongoing case of this issue is the
discussion with respect to robbery of high-quality music over
the Web [1].
Due to this the gigantic utilization of online asset sharing
and getting to which may incorporate duplicating and
downloading. Today, the sharing of audio files and video
documents over the web is getting to be simpler in everyday
life. By thinking about these specific situations, securing the
scholarly assets privileges of such advanced neutralizes
malignant client assaults and piracy has turned into a
sweltering observation point that requires basic arrangements.
A standout amongst the most encouraging methodology that
has genuinely pulled in a considerable lot of the specialists as
of late is digital watermarking [2]. In prior days it was
hazardous to transmit the genuine computerized data safely,
yet after that some conventional strategies like cryptography
and steganography are found to achieve this protected
encompassing. Stenography techniques are not robust against
different assaults or adjustment of information that may
happen during transmission. Before this strategy’s individuals
were utilizing undetectable ink idea with composing data,
blending two pictures to make another one to conceal the
data, drawing a standard painting with some little alterations,
shearing the header data of the delegate as a message and so
forth. [3]. Stenography endeavors to achieve an unexpected
objective in comparison to that of cryptography. While
cryptographic plans endeavor to limit the interpretation of an
encoded message, which is possibly sent over an open
correspondences channel to confided in parties, stenography
procedures endeavor to conceal data inside a generally
harmless signal, for example, a picture or sound. One of the
essential employments of stenography is watermarking,
which attempts to ensure the nearness of some concealed data
in a cover motion without bringing discernible bending into
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Digital audio watermarking is a method that implants data
the cover signal [4]. Cryptography is utilized to secure the
with
particular importance into the host media without
critical data which will be exchanged, nonetheless, there is a
noticeable
impedance to the original quality. As a
disadvantage of this strategy is before the information is
supplement
to
ordinary encryption procedures, watermarking
encoded it is elusive where the adjustment of the data has
gives
great
devices
to ensuring the copyright of audio files
been finished [5]. Today, with fast development of sharing
and
has
turn
into
a
functioning
examination territory lately.
and getting to the data over the web numerous applications
Other
than
being
unclear
to
human
ears, the watermark
like recorded audio files and sharing of music files, they are
should
likewise
have
the
capacity
to
withstand
audio signal
not considering copyright assurance issue habitually because
preparing
and
time-space
synchronization
assaults
[12].
of its multifaceted nature. Yet, in the wake of considering this
There are numerous difficulties to information covering up in
copyright infringement issues advanced watermarking
audio. The watermark does not have any mutilation; it ought
approach turns into the most encouraging arrangement
to be discernable, must be powerful to signal processing and
contrasted with cryptographic and stenography forms, against
not evacuated by assaults.
the treating and adjustment of intellectual belongings [5]- [6].
When contrasted with image and video watermarking, audio
watermarking techniques are difficult because of Human
III. WORKING PRINCIPLE OF DIGITAL AUDIO
Auditory System (HAS) is touchier than Human Visual
WATERMARKING
System (HVS) [7]. Because of low sampling frequency, a
Here, in this section we are going to discuss basic working
little measure of commotion in HAS framework can be
process
of digital watermarking. Digital watermarking
distinguished by ear. It is an extremely famous research
contains
mainly
two steps.
region in digital media information stowing away [8]. Audio
watermarking is additionally testing at that point image and
1. Watermark Embedding Process
video watermarking in light of the fact that hearing capacity
2. Watermark Extraction Process
is touchier then visual guide of human as per. Thus, audio
watermarking strategy turns out to be most prominent
A. Watermark Embedding Process
procedure than image and video watermarking to secure
scholarly possessions like sharing on the web music,
chronicles over the web [9]. In addition, we can embed less
amount of data in audio watermarking [10]. Rest of the paper
is organized as follows, Section I contains the introduction of
the watermarking techniques, Section II contain the related
work of various digital audio watermarking techniques,
Section III contains the methodology proposed in this
research work with flow diagrams, Section IV describes
results and discussion with various comparisons, Section V
concludes research work with future directions.
II.

AUDIO WATERMARKING

Digital watermarking needs to install bits of data into a
digital media for ensuring it against copyright violations and
other unapproved applications. Digital audio watermarking
needs to do with securing digital audio document against
illicit replicating. A great deal of works has been done on
digital watermarking of different media such as image and
video, yet this specific survey will center around digital
watermarking of audio record. Digital audio documents are
especially the most manhandled for copyright violations
since they can be downloaded and duplicated easily.
Digital audio watermarks are uncommon signals inserted
into digital audio signals. These signals are separated by
recognition mechanisms furthermore, decoded. Audio
watermarking algorithms are depending on the imperfection
of the human auditory system. Nonetheless, human ear is
significantly more delicate than other tangible engines. In
this way, great audio watermarking algorithms are hard to
outline [11].

Fig. 1. Watermark Embedding Process

First step is watermark embedding and Second step is
watermark extraction. In watermark embedding process the
watermark data that may be any text or image is embedded in
the original data. For increasing the security of the content
security key is also embedded with it for unauthorized access
by third parties. By combining all this watermark embedding
process is carried out. The basic watermark embedding
process is depicted in the figure 1.
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Watermarked audio digital signals may undergo common
signal processing operations such as linear filtering, lossy
compression, among many others. Although these operations
may not affect the perceived quality of the host signal, they
may corrupt the watermark image embedded within the
signal. To evaluate robustness of the proposed algorithm, we
implemented a set of attacks that commonly affect audio
signals. Most of these attacks have been defined:

Fig. 2. Watermark Extraction Process

Now, for the watermark extraction process the above
generated watermarked data is used as an input and the secret
key is used for the authentication. After that successfully we
can extract the watermark data by digital watermark
extraction process. The basic watermark process is depicted
in the figure 2.
IV.

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FACTORS

Any efficient audio watermarking should meet the desired
requirements like robustness, security and perceptibility with
accurate information [13]- [14]. Here each term has their
specific meaning to fulfill the objective of desired results.
The first objective is robustness refers to where original
content is not to be altered under different attacks and
tempering of original media. In addition, the watermark
detecting rate should be high to prove the ownership [15]
[16]. Second perceptibility refers to quality must be
maintained against various distortion means the signal to
noise ratio must be maintained within the desirable range and
modified signal must not be captured by human [17]- [18].
Lastly, security is the main concern of copyright content that
must be fulfil with accuracy [19].
To check robustness and perceptual transparency we can
use Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), Robustness (  ), Bit Error
Rate (BER).
A. Signal-to-noise ratio
SNR is a statistical difference metric which is used to
measure the similitude between the undistorted original
audio signal and the distorted watermarked audio signal. The
SNR computation is done according to Eq. (1), where A
corresponds to the original signal, and A′ corresponds to the
watermarked signal.
Although SNR is a simple metric to measure the noise
introduced by the embedded watermark and can give a
general idea of imperceptibility, it does not take into account
the specific characteristics of the human auditory system.

SNR(dB) = 10log 10
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n

å n ( An- A'n)2
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B. Robustness
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C. Bit Error Rate
Robustness is measured using the bit error rate (BER)
metric since the watermark used in the simulation is a binary
image. BER is defined as the ratio of incorrect extracted bits
to the total amount of embedded bits, as expressed in
Equation:

100 i-1 ì1,W 'n = Wn ü
BER =
ý
åí
l n=0 î0,W 'n ¹ Wn þ

(3)

where l is the watermark length, Wn is the nth bit of the
embedded watermark, and W’n is the nth bit of the extracted
watermark. Reliability is measured using BER (bit error
rate).
D. Security
Security can be utilized as verification and substance
uprightness components in an assortment of ways. This
suggests the watermark is an anchored connect meaningful
just by authorized people with the learning about the secrecy.
Watermark security alludes to the powerlessness by
unapproved clients to approach the crude watermarking
channel.
E. Computational complexity
This alludes to the processing required to insert
information into the host signal or potentially to extricate
information from the signal. A disclosure of strategy to fulfill
these limitations will prompt a method for ensuring digital
audio. Algorithm complexity is essential to know, for it
might impact the decision of execution structure.
V.

DIFFERENT TYPES OF ATTACKS

The fundamental necessities of a capable watermarking
algorithms are the robustness and imperceptibility. There is a
tradeoff between these two necessities; regardless, by testing
the watermark algorithm with the audio signal handling
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attacks that opening can be made unimportant. Every
application has its specific requirements, and gives a
contrasting option to pick high quality reimbursing with the
idea of the signal and a different way. Without any
progressions and attacks each watermarking technique
performs profitably. Likely the most broadly perceived sorts
of systems an audio signal encounters when transmitted
through a medium are according to the accompanying [20]
[21] [22].
A. Noise
It is normal practice to see the nearness of noise in a
signal when transmitted. Henceforth, watermarking
algorithm should make the system strong against the
commotion assaults. It is prescribed to check the calculation
for this kind of noise by including the host signal by an
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) to check its
robustness.
B. Cropping attack
Cropping is another technique that might be utilized by an
enemy to change the perspective proportion without
extending the signal or filling the clear spaces. An editing
assault may influence the watermark with little change to the
cover audio. That is relying upon the watermark strategy and
its power. The cropping might be executed on some portion
of the original signal. The editing assault expels a few
segments of the watermarked picture, decreasing the extent
of the host signal, which may make a portion of the shrouded
data be lost. It is significant that editing additionally causes a
synchronization issue for information concealing plans.
C. Dynamics:
The amplitude change and the attenuation change are the
progression of the assaults. capacity, expansion and
compression are a type of more convoluted applications
which are the non-direct adjustments. A portion of these sorts
of assaults are re-quantization
D. Amplify
The watermarked audio is intensified at various
enhancement rate. Through this assault the watermarking
plans that install the watermark in the adequacy of the
individual examples ends up powerless as the amplitude is
adjusted.
E. Filtering:
Filtering is common practice, which is used to amplify or
attenuate some part of the signal. The basic low pass and
high pass filters can be used to achieve these types of attacks.
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F. Adding Echo
Echoes with various deferrals are added to the
watermarked audios. This assault fundamentally is the
counter for echo addition conspires that includes the
watermark bit as echoes with various deferrals.
G. Ambience:
In a few circumstances the audio signal gets deferred or
there are circumstances where in individual’s record motion
from a source and claim that the track is theirs. Those
circumstances can be mimicked in a room, which is of
incredible significance to check the execution of an audio
signal.
H. Removal Attack:
Removal assaults expect to expel the watermark
information from the watermarked audio signal. Such
assaults misuse the way that the watermark is typically an
added additive noise signal introduce in the host signal.
VI.

APPPICATIONS OF AUDIO WATERMARKING

Watermarking systems can be to a great degree
accommodating in a couple of domains of interest. The
requirements that a watermarking system needs to comply
with depends on the specific sort of utilization. As per that
there is some regular utilization of this are as per the
following concurring to [23] [24] [25].
A. Copyright protection
The proprietor identification can be composed on
the spreads or said some place on the protest. For instance, a
music companies turns out with its CD/DVD by the
recognizable proof characteristic of a sound organization on
the CD case or the sign of the paper maker on top corner of
the paper. These sorts of watermarks can be essentially
isolated by picking the picture or by tearing the part that has
the recognizable proof. Computerized watermarking
encourages to crush this issue by embedding the watermark
as bits and shaping a fundamental piece of the substance.
B. Authentication
Digital information can be watermarked to show that the
computerized content can't be unlawfully repeated. Devices
equipped for replication would then be able to identify such
watermarks and anticipate unapproved replication of the
substance.
C. Tamper proofing
In this application digital watermark data is inserted in the
original signal and can be utilized to check if the original
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signal is altered. This circumstance is essential since it is
important to think about the altering caused to the audio
signal. The altering is at some point a reason for
manufacturing of the watermark which must be stayed away
from. If the watermark extracted is used for authentication of
the original content.
D. Broadcast monitoring
It is imperative for creation organizations to
counteract illicit rebroadcasting exercises. For this situation,
digital watermarks can be utilized to naturally screen
broadcasting streams at satellite hubs everywhere throughout
the world and distinguish any unlawful communicate
material. Also, numerous associations are keen on secure
techniques for getting the greater part of the broadcast
appointment they buy from supporters. Procedures for
registering can be ordered with two sorts: inactive checking
that endeavors to specifically perceive the substance being
communicated, and dynamic observing which depends on
related data that is communicated alongside the substance.
E. Finger printing
A fingerprinting strategy for the most part used to
delineate the wellspring of unlawful duplicate. Each
duplicate accessible can be watermarked with a solitary piece
grouping. For the proprietor, embedding a novel serial
number-like watermark is a fine method to detect clients who
break their permit assertion by duplicating the ensured
information and providing it to an outsider.
F. Media forensics
In forensic watermark applications upgrade a substance
proprietor's capacity to identify and react to abuse of its
advantages. Measurable watermarking is utilized to assemble
prove for criminal procedures, as well as to uphold
authoritative use assent ions between a substance proprietor
and the general population or organizations with which it
shares its substance.
G. Medical application
In this watermarking strategy, the names of the
patients can be imprinted on the X-ray reports and MRI
examines. The medical reports assume an extremely critical
part in the treatment offered to the patient. In the event that
there is a misunderstanding in the reports of two patients this
could prompt a disaster. Consequently, embedding the date
and patient's name in X-ray or MRI pictures could expand
the secrecy of restorative data and also the security.
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H. Picture authentication
In a picture verification application, the expectation
is to identify adjustments to the information. The qualities of
the picture, for example, its edges, are installed and
contrasted and the present pictures for contrasts. An answer
for this issue could be acquired from cryptography, where
advanced mark has been examined as a message verification
strategy. One case of computerized signature innovation
being utilized for picture validation is the reliable advanced
camera.
I.

Airline traffic monitoring
Watermarking is utilized as a part of air movement
observing. The pilot speaks with a ground observing
framework through voice at a specific frequency. In any
case, it can be effectively caught and assaulted, and is one of
the reasons for miss correspondence. To maintain a strategic
distance from such issues, the flight number is installed into
the voice correspondence between the ground administrator
and the flight pilot. As the flight numbers are one of a kind
the following of flights will turn out to be more secure and
simple.
J.

Communication of ownership
Computerized content keeps on multiplying as the present
customers look for data and diversion on their PCs, cell
phones and other advanced gadgets. In our digital culture,
advanced has turned into an essential method for
correspondence and articulation. The mix of access and new
apparatuses empowers advanced substance to movement
speedier and more remote than any time in recent memory as
it is transferred, scattered, seen, downloaded, altered and re
purposed at amazing velocity. Regardless of whether you are
a worldwide media partnership or an independent picture
taker, the capacity to convey your copyright possession and
use rights is basic.
VII. DESIGNING AND IMPLEMENTATION
The MATLAB implementation of digital audio
waterskiing is depicted in Fig. 3. From that we can see that
we have provided the selection of different audio files and
different image files for the users. So, they can have selected
necessary files from the local machine. In that figure 3. Also,
the selection choice for different types of attacks are
provided as we have discussed in above section VI.
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Fig. 3. MATLAB GUI for Audio Watermarking Software

Fig. 5 Orginal and Watermarked Audio File

After that in figure 4 the encrypted images of the key are
depicted which we will embed in to the original audio file
and after that we can recovered that by decrypting the key.
Then in figure 5 we can see that the original audio file and
the watermarked audio file after embedding the information.

Fig. 4 Original and Recovered encrypted key

Fig. 6 Original watermark image

Fig. 7 Recovered Watermark image
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Fig. 8 Calculated robustness values for different types of music under various attacks

Fig. 9 Calculated BER values for different types of music under various attacks

Fig. 10 Comparison of SNR values with previous work
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VIII. CONCLUSION and Future Scope
Numerous strategies have been proposed for audio
watermarking, the power of a watermark relies upon the
method utilized, audio and the signal processing activities.
The diverse plans have favorable circumstances and burdens.
There are two principle issues in audio watermarking: First is
robustness and other is imperceptibility. The watermarking
scheme relies upon the sort of utilization. We have exhibited a
diagram about various audio watermarking systems also,
applications for Audio Watermarking. In last also the
calculated robustness values for different music types after
applying the different attacks have been shown. The results
show that after applying the different malicious attacks still we
got the high robustness values under different circumstances.
And we have recovered the watermark with o bit error rate.
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